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The CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) routinely crosses transition energy at around 6 GeV in order to
accelerate protons that are injected in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) or transferred to users of fixed
target experiments. Depending on the beam parameters and intensity, a fast vertical coherent instability
occurs during transition crossing. The instability, characterized by beam losses and a frequency spectrum
in the range of 500–900 MHz, represents an important intensity limitation for the neutron time-of-flight
(nTOF) beam, and in general could represent a bottleneck for future high intensity beams. In order to better
understand the nature and the source of the instability and to find possible mitigations, a dedicated
measurement campaign took place. Parallel to the measurements, beam dynamics simulations have been
performed to study the observed instability. In particular, single bunch effects have been simulated using
the PS transverse beam coupling impedance model developed over recent years. In this paper we present
the measurements results along with the obtained instability thresholds. Different beam configurations
and stabilizing effects, such as the gamma jump scheme and the octupole-induced tune spread, are also
considered. The measurements results are compared with simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) routinely crosses
transition energy [1] at around 6 GeV in order to
accelerate protons that are injected in the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) or transferred to users of fixed target
experiments. This critical passage for the accelerator is
performed using a second order gamma jump scheme [2].
When the beam energy approaches the transition energy,
the momentum compaction factor is modified by means
of special doublet- and triplet-pulsed quadrupoles to keep
the beam at a safe distance from transition. Eventually, the
beam unavoidably crosses transition for a short period of
time but at very high speed [3]. In Fig. 1, the schematic
layout of the PS lattice is shown. In addition to the

combined function main magnets, the positions of the
dedicated transition quadrupoles are marked.
Depending on the beam parameters and intensity, a

vertical coherent instability occurs during transition cross-
ing [4], producing fast beam losses. A series of studies has
been performed in the past years to characterize the
instability and the beam behavior under different machine
settings [5–8]. In particular, the instability mechanism was
investigated [9] employing beams dedicated to the neutron
time-of-flight (nTOF) facility, which require high nominal
beam intensity of around 800 × 1010 protons per bunch
(ppb) [10]. Generally, in order to cure this instability a
longitudinal emittance blow-up is performed with a
200 MHz cavity system at injection energy [4].
Concerning the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) beam, the

instability does not occur with nominal intensity. However,
due to the scheduled LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project,
a doubling of the beam intensity is expected. Consequently,
it is important to investigate the safety margin with respect
to this instability, as well as identify the actions that could
raise any intensity limitation. For this reason, the most
recent measurement campaign used both nTOF and LHC
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beams, with and without the gamma jump scheme, and the
results are presented in the next section.
In parallel with the machine measurements, a new

coupling impedance model of the PS has been developed
in both longitudinal [11] and transverse planes [12]. The
effects of the wakefields on the transverse beam dynamics
have been evaluated using the PyHEADTAIL [13] macro-
particle tracking code, and are discussed in Sec. III, while
Sec. IV is dedicated to simulations of mitigation effects
caused by machine nonlinearities. Finally, the instability
mechanism is reviewed in Sec. V, before the concluding
remarks.

II. INSTABILITY MEASUREMENTS

In order to study the transverse beam instability observed
at transition energy, three different beams in terms of
longitudinal emittance have been used: the nTOF beam
with a nominal normalized root mean square (RMS)
longitudinal emittance of εz;RMS ¼ 0.48 eVs, the LHC
beam with a longitudinal emittance of 0.25 eVs, and the
LHCINDIV (LHC Individual Bunch Physics Beam) char-
acterized by a smaller longitudinal emittance that can reach
values as low as 0.05 eVs. Each beam requires a different
machine configuration and it is possible to vary some
characteristics, for example the emittance, within certain
limits. The beams are injected with a kinetic energy of
1.4 GeV from the PS Booster (PSB), and accelerated at
different harmonic numbers h of the revolution frequency,

depending on the bunch type: h ¼ 8 for nTOF, h ¼ 21 for
LHC, and h ¼ 16 for LHCINDIV. As a consequence,
different rf gymnastics have to be performed before
acceleration. As an example, in Fig. 2, the PS magnetic
cycle for the LHCINDIV beam is illustrated. However, in
some cases, a dedicated cycle has been set up and beams
with different longitudinal emittances could be accelerated.
In Table I, the main parameters used in measurements

and simulations are summarized: the root mean square
longitudinal emittance εz;RMS, the relative momentum
spread ΔP=P0, and the total bunch length, which is
approximately 4 times the RMS bunch length. These
numbers, relative to the PS before acceleration, have to
be considered as average values since they can vary during
the measurements, and, for some machine development
sessions (MDs) they have been changed deliberately. An
example of the measured longitudinal phase space distri-
bution [14] at injection for the LHC beam is shown
in Fig. 3.
When the bunch intensity reaches a certain threshold for

a given longitudinal emittance, a fast instability in the
vertical plane arises. The instability can be observed using
the vertical signal coming from a wall current monitor
(WCM), a device which intercepts the wall current by
means of coaxial transmission lines, distinguishing
between top, bottom, left and right signals. These signals
can be summed or subtracted. The sum signal corresponds
to the bunch profile, and the difference signal gives
indication on the transverse displacements along the bunch
(being zero if the bunch passes in the center of the WCM).

FIG. 2. Typical PS magnetic cycle of LHCINDIV beams.
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FIG. 1. Schematic layout of the PS and its 10 sectors. Blue and
red elements correspond to the focusing and defocusing parts of
the combined function main magnets, respectively. Furthermore,
the locations of dedicated transition doublet (DA and DB) and
triplet (TA and TB) quadrupoles are shown.

TABLE I. Typical beam parameters used during measurements
for nTOF, LHC, and LHCINDIV beams before acceleration.

Beam εz;RMS (eVs) ΔP=P0 (×10−3) Duration (ns)

nTOF 0.48 2.5 140
LHC 0.25 1.5 110
LHCINDIV 0.05 0.8 20
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In Fig. 4 the measured sum and difference horizontal and
vertical signals for the nTOF beam are shown. The left plot
corresponds to a beam intensity just above the instability
threshold, whereas the right plot to a higher intensity. The
head of the bunch is on the right side of each plot. For a
stable bunch, below the threshold, the sum and difference
signals are very similar to those on the left side of the
figure, except that no oscillation is visible in the difference
signal. In both cases, the signals were recorded at the same
time along the cycle, namely just before transition crossing.
As we can see from the figure on the right, the highest
intensity causes particle losses and an emptying of the
center of the bunch where the longitudinal density is higher

and the instability stronger. Saturation is also observed on
the difference vertical signal due to the strong instability.
The horizontal signal, instead, is essentially not influenced.
A small perturbation in the case of strong instability can
be observed, possibly due to coupling of the horizontal
and vertical planes. As the beam dynamics evolves in the
machine, the vertical difference signal behaves as a
traveling wave. Particles at the center of the bunch start
to be lost also in the case of a weaker instability (left side of
the figure) at later times. In both cases, the overall result is a
reduction of the beam current due to particles hitting the
vacuum chamber.
Typical signals as those represented in Fig. 4 are a clear

sign of the instability. It is also possible to determine the
instability threshold by monitoring, with a beam current
transformer, the beam losses during transition crossing,
as shown in Fig. 5. The beam current after transition is
represented as a function of current before transition for
various longitudinal emittances. Without instability, the
points should be aligned with the dashed line y ¼ x. All the
measurements refer to cases without gamma jump.
A deeper analysis of the instability can be done by

considering the spectrum of theWCM difference signal in a
given time interval during transition crossing. Such a
spectrogram can be used to investigate the source of the
instability. On the left side of Fig. 6, the bunch population
obtained with the beam current transformer versus the PS
cycle time is illustrated. The right plot shows the spectro-
gram from 0.2 GHz up to 1.5 GHz during 2.5 ms at
transition crossing obtained by the Fourier transform of the
difference signal of the WCM for the case corresponding to
the instability shown in Fig. 4 (left side).
As we can see from the figure, the spectrum of the WCM

difference signal has a maximum in a frequency range
between 500 MHz and 900 MHz. As we will see later, this
information is useful to identify the possible sources of

FIG. 3. Reconstruction of a typical longitudinal phase space
distribution of the LHC bunch.

FIG. 4. Sum and difference signals from a wall current monitor observed during instability. Left side weak instability, right side strong
instability. The head of the bunch is on the right side of each plot.
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instability. In addition to that, the spectrum can be also used
to evaluate the growth rate of the instability [7], which gives
an indication of the time during which it develops. This
time depends on the bunch intensity, and it is in the order of
0.1–1 ms, corresponding to about 50–500 turns.
An important observation concerning the spectrum is

that, while for the nTOF beam the spectrogram shows a
clear evidence of the excited frequencies, which allows us
to identify the frequency range of the instability, this does
not happen for very short bunches, such as LHCINDIV. In
Fig. 7 we show an example for two different longitudinal
emittances: 0.033 eVs (left side) and 0.076 eVs (right side).
The explanation of this difference is the following: as the

bunch gets shorter, few oscillations occur within the bunch
and the Fourier transform cannot be accurate any more.
However, the difference signal in the time domain of the
LHCINDIV beams, shown in blue and green in Fig. 8,
demonstrates similar characteristics as the one of the nTOF
beam, shown in red. This is a clear indication that the

FIG. 5. Bunch population after transition as a function of bunch
population before transition for εz;RMS of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and
0.44 eVs.

FIG. 6. Bunch population versus time during a complete PS cycle obtained with a beam current transformer (left) and spectrogram
during transition crossing obtained by the Fourier transform of the difference signal of the WCM (right). Both cases correspond to the
instability on the left side of Fig. 4.

FIG. 7. Spectrograms during transition crossing obtained by the Fourier transform of the difference signal of the WCM for an
LHCINDIV beam with longitudinal emittance of 0.033 eVs (left side) and 0.076 eVs (right side).
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observed instability is caused by the same source, and it has
the same frequency range.
One of the main reasons for the study of the instability at

transition crossing is related to the LIU project. It is
important to determine the instability threshold for the
LHC beam including the gamma jump in order to ensure
that the PS can successfully deliver LHC beams to the SPS
with intensity of about 26–27 × 1010 ppb. Thanks to an
intense rf gymnastics, the 6 bunches injected in the PS are
first subjected to a triple splitting, allowing us to accelerate
18 bunches that cross the transition energy. At top energy,
the bunches go through two double splittings [15], giving
72 bunches at extraction. Therefore, transition is crossed
with a single bunch intensity four times higher than
extraction. MDs have been dedicated to find the instability
threshold for LHC beams, and the results are shown in
Fig. 9. The measurements indicate that the threshold is
around 200 × 1010 ppb, giving a safety margin of about a

factor 2 with respect to 4 × ð26 × 1010Þ ppb. This margin
can most likely be increased by a further optimization of
the cycle settings.

III. IMPEDANCE MODEL AND PYHEADTAIL
SIMULATIONS

A transverse coupling impedance model [16] of the PS
machine has been developed in Ref. [12] including the
most significant impedance sources. The model has been
evaluated at different energies in order to take into account
the indirect space charge contribution. In the same refer-
ence, the reactive effective impedance was compared
with the measured tune shift, and the conclusion was that
about 5%–30% of the imaginary impedance was missing.
One important point about the simulations of the instability
at transition described here is that they allow also to check
the real part of the impedance model, and in particular its
dependence with frequency.
The total vertical impedance, i.e., the sum of the dipolar

and quadrupolar components, is shown in Fig. 10 up to
1.5 GHz at a total energy of about 7 GeV. In the same plot,
the kickers’ impedance is shown in dashed lines. As we
can see, the real part of the impedance has a broad band
behavior in the same frequency range of the observed
instability at transition, and the kickers are the main source
of this impedance, indicating that they are the principal
cause of the observed instability. Moreover, in Ref. [12], a
table of the effective impedance of the kickers shows that
the most significant contribution is due to the kicker located
in straight section 71 (KFA71). The same conclusion is also
confirmed by the impedance localization measurement
technique of the same paper. The narrower peaks at higher
frequencies are due to other elements. Transition steps are
responsible for the peak observed at 1.23 GHz, while the
peak at 1.4 GHz is due to the vacuum ports. Valves and

FIG. 8. Vertical difference signals from a wall current monitor
observed during instability with three different longitudinal
emittances.

FIG. 9. Bunch population before transition as a function of
bunch population after transition for the LHC beam with
gamma jump.

FIG. 10. Vertical impedance model of the PS machine versus
frequency at 7 GeV.
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flanges are causing the narrow peaks observed at 1.1 GHz
and 0.94 GHz. Concerning the imaginary part of the
impedance, the main difference between the total imped-
ance and the contribution of the kickers is due to the
indirect space charge.
This vertical impedance model has been used in the

PyHEADTAIL macroparticle tracking code. For more
realistic simulations, we have also included the horizontal
impedance, even if we have observed that this does not
change the results. The single bunch beam dynamics has
then been simulated during acceleration and transition
crossing under the effects of the total transverse wakefields,
accounting separately for the dipolar and the quadrupolar
(detuning) effects, and with the approximation of a constant
indirect space charge contribution. Since we are interested
in the transverse beam dynamics, and in order to simplify
the analysis of the results, we ignored the longitudinal
wakefields.
In order to reduce the computational time, simulations do

not start from the injection energy with γ ¼ 2.5, but from
γ ¼ 4. This is still sufficiently far away from transition at
γ ¼ 6.1, allowing sufficient time for a potential instability
to develop. The simulated bunch is in equilibrium with the
rf accelerating bucket, it has a 2D Gaussian transverse
distribution, and its momentum increment per turn has been
defined considering the magnetic field ramp rate. As an
example, the simulated bunch length and vertical normal-
ized emittance as a function of time are shown on the left
and right side of Fig. 11 for the LHC and nTOF bunches.
The corresponding intensities are 27 × 1010 for the LHC
and 51 × 1010 ppb for the nTOF beams. In the same figure,
on the right axis, the relativistic gamma is indicated in
dashed lines.
The minimum bunch length occurs at transition crossing,

while a sudden increase of the vertical emittance is observed
at the same time. This sudden increase, which takes place in
less than a millisecond, occurs above a given intensity
threshold marking the onset of a vertical instability.

For the PyHEADTAIL simulations the bunch is divided
into slices, and the vertical position of the center of mass of
each slice is evaluated and weighted with the number of
macroparticles in the slice. These data, computed at each
turn, produce a signal that can be compared with the
measured difference signal of the WCM. Indeed, very good
agreement is found comparing the signal obtained with
measurements and simulations. The results are shown in
Fig. 12, where on the left side the two signals for the nTOF
beam are represented. By adding a vertical aperture in
PyHEADTAIL, the beam losses in the central part of the
distribution can also be reproduced. On the right side of
the figure, the sum signal of the WCM is compared with the
simulated longitudinal distribution when considering a
35 mm vertical aperture equal to the vertical semiaxis of
the elliptic beam pipe. Also in this case the similarity is
excellent. Although the beam intensities are different in the
figure, the goal of these comparisons is to highlight that the
instability observed with PyHEADTAIL, given the current
PS impedance model, has the same characteristics as the
measured one.
The spectrogram of the weighted position of the vertical

center of mass of the slices, turn after turn, can also be
evaluated in PyHEADTAIL. The obtained signal is shown
on the left side of Fig. 13 for the nTOF beam. The
longitudinal emittance is 0.5 eVs. The spectrogram shows
that the instability has a frequency range between 450 MHz
and 1 GHz, with the strongest part between 500 MHz and
900 MHz, similar to the measured spectrogram shown in
Fig. 6. The transverse impedance model reproduces very
well the measured frequency range. Similarly to what has
been observed in the measurements, also for simulations
the spectrograms of smaller longitudinal emittances cannot
be accurate any more due to the few oscillations occurring
within the bunch, and a very large spectrum is found, not
very different from that of LHCINDIV shown in Fig. 7. All
these observations allow us to identify the main source of
instability in the real part of the impedance of the kickers.

FIG. 11. Simulated bunch length (left) and vertical normalized emittance (right) as a function of time for LHC and nTOF bunches. The
relativistic gamma is shown in dashed lines. The time t ¼ 0 has been set at transition.
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The criterion used to determine the instability threshold
in simulations is a 20% increase of the normalized
emittance with respect to the initial one, accompanied by
macroparticle losses in the aperture used in PyHEADTAIL.
The average beam pipe half-aperture of 35 mm is used in
the simulations. For the nTOF beam, a 20% increase of the
emittance in the machine corresponds also to the beginning
of the losses. A series of simulations was performed for
various longitudinal emittances, and the resulting thresh-
olds, using linear optics, zero chromaticity, and without
the direct space charge effect, are represented in red on
the right side of Fig. 13. In the same figure, in blue, the
results of systematic measurements show a quite good
agreement only for low longitudinal emittances up to
about 0.15–0.2 eVs. For larger values, simulations predict
stronger instabilities than measurements.

The results of these simulations, taking into account only
the wakefields without any damping mechanism, are how-
ever important since they allow us to conclude that: (i) the
real part of the impedance model, which is the responsible of
the instability, has a frequency spectrum which agrees with
the measured frequency range; (ii) the main contribution
to the real part of the impedance is that of the kickers, which
have been identified as the most important source of the
instability. In case an increase in intensity is required in the
future by the users, a study to reduce the kickers impedance
might be necessary; (iii) for larger emittance values, simu-
lations predict stronger instabilities than the measurements.
This suggests that, differently from the imaginary part, the
real part of the impedance model is not missing any
important contribution, and, in the worst case, simulations
give conservative results.

FIG. 13. Simulated spectrogram during transition crossing obtained by the Fourier transform of the weighted position of the vertical
center of mass of the slices for a nTOF beam with longitudinal emittance of 0.5 eVs (left side), and instability threshold as a function of
the longitudinal emittance obtained with simulation (in red) and measurements (in blue).

FIG. 12. Comparison between measurements and simulations for the nTOF beam. Left side: comparison between the simulated
weighted position of the vertical center of mass of the slices and the WCM difference signal. The simulation results were scaled
vertically and translated horizontally for comparison with the measurements. Right side: longitudinal beam distributions for the
nTOF beam.
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In the next section we introduce in PyHEADTAIL
various damping mechanisms. The latter can increase the
instability threshold with respect to the case of simulations
accounting only the effect of wakefields.

IV. MECHANISMS OF INSTABILITY
MITIGATION

The main simplification of the model used so far in
PyHEADTAIL, is the lack of any mechanism which in the
real machine could mitigate the instability. The effects of
first and second order chromaticity, direct space charge and
amplitude detuning are studied in this section.
A transverse tune spread, induced for example by

chromatic effects, can strongly influence the predicted
threshold. First step is to introduce in simulations the first
order chromaticity, defined as

Qy
0 ¼ ∂Qy

∂δ jδ¼0; ð1Þ

where δ ¼ ΔP=P0 andQy is the betatron tune. By using the
measured values ofQ0

y for the nTOF cycle around transition
crossing, we obtain the cyan points on the left side of
Fig. 14. Below transition a negative value of Q0

y ¼ −0.8
was used while, above transition a positive value of 0.2.
Good agreement is found with measurements up to a
longitudinal emittance of about 0.3 eVs, thus covering
also the LHC beam case. Above this value of emittance the
thresholds predicted by PyHEADTAIL do not increase
linearly any more.
Another source of mitigation could be due to the tune

spread induced by the direct space charge contribution. The
direct space charge suite available in PyHEADTAIL for

Graphics Processing Units (GPU) was used thanks to
recent developments [17]. In the transverse plane, a semi-
analytical Bassetti-Erskine model is used [18], as well as
2D particle-in-cell solvers. The simulation results are also
shown on the left side of Fig. 14 in green. As expected, the
induced tune spread increases the instability thresholds
compared to the case without space charge of Fig. 13.
However, by comparing the effect of space charge with

respect to that of chromaticity, we observe that the latter
contributes more significantly. If both effects are consid-
ered, we obtain the magenta points, showing that the
two effects do not add up independently. We find a good
agreement for longitudinal emittances up to slightly above
0.3 eVs, and a difference in the range of 30%–35% is found
only for the nTOF beam, with simulations being more
conservative.
On the right side of the same figure we have further

investigated other existing tune spread mechanisms. The
effect of the second order chromaticity has been included
in PyHEADTAIL, defined as

Q″
y ¼

1

2

∂2Qy

∂δ2 jδ¼0: ð2Þ

As shown in black on the right side of Fig. 14, if we
consider a value of Q00

y of about -300, we obtain instability
thresholds as a function of the longitudinal emittance very
similar to the measured ones for all values of longitudinal
emittance. However, measurements of this quantity per-
formed in recent MDs indicate that around transition we
expect a value of Q00

y of about �50.
Another important mechanism that could affect the

instability threshold is due to machine nonlinearities,

FIG. 14. Instability threshold as a function of the longitudinal emittance obtained with PyHEADTAIL. Left side: simulations with first
order chromaticity (in cyan), with direct space charge (in green), and with both effects (in magenta), compared with measurements (in
blue). Right side: simulations with first order chromaticity (in cyan), with a first and second order chromaticity Q00

y ¼ −300 (in black),
and with Q0

y, Q00
y ¼ −50 and an amplitude tune dependency ayy ¼ −100 m−1 (in yellow), compared with measurements (in blue).
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which can introduce an amplitude dependent tune. In
PyHEADTAIL, the tune shift as a function of oscillation
amplitude is defined as

ΔQy ¼ ayyJy; ð3Þ

with ayy being the anharmonicity value and Jy the action
variable in meter. A value of ayy of about −100 m−1, is in
line with measurements performed in the past, and includ-
ing this effect in simulations we obtain the points in yellow
on the right side of Fig. 14. As in the previous cases, there is
good agreement up to a longitudinal emittance of about
0.35 eVs, and for larger emittances a kind of saturation
seems to appear, predicting at 0.5 eVs a lower threshold of
about 30%.
It is interesting to observe that in all cases, low

longitudinal emittances are almost not influenced by these
effects and are in good agreement with measurements.
For the daily operation of the PS, a key feature that allows

increasing the beam intensity significantly is to maintain the
bunch as far as possible from transition, and then cross
transition energy rapidly. This is realized with the gamma
jump scheme routinely used in the PS, which can also help to
reduce the longitudinal mismatch due to space charge and
the inductive part of the longitudinal impedance [2].
The gamma jump scheme in the PS can vary depending

on the way the special doublet and triplet pulsed quadru-
poles are programmed, but in any case the instability
threshold is pushed to higher intensities. Indeed, from
the measurements presented in Sec. II, we observe an
intensity increase for the LHC beams from 80 × 1010 ppb
without gamma jump to, at least, 200 × 1010 ppb with
gamma jump. This allows us to increase the beam intensity
by a factor 2.5. A slightly better result is obtained with
the nTOF beam, where the threshold increases from

200 × 1010 ppb to 830 × 1010 ppb without and with
gamma jump respectively, giving a gain factor of
about 4. In Fig. 15, the transition gamma as a function
of time obtained from the optics model of the machine for
the LHC (left) and nTOF beam (right) is shown. The
relativistic gamma is illustrated in the same plot.
The same gamma jump schemes have been included in

PyHEADTAIL. For the nTOF beam this leads to a three
times higher threshold compared with simulations without
the jump. In the case of the LHC beams, the ratio of the
thresholds with and without gamma jump is about 5.2.
In addition to the well-known gamma jump scheme, the

aforementioned simulations showed that several sources
of transverse tune spread can help mitigate the instability.
For example, the importance of an amplitude dependent
detuning was tested in the machine by powering the
octupoles and measuring the threshold’s dependence on
the octupole current. As shown in Fig. 16, the octupoles can

FIG. 15. Transition gamma and relativistic gamma of the beam as a function of cycle time for the LHC beam (left side) and for the
nTOF beam (right side).

FIG. 16. Beam intensity threshold as a function of the octupole
current measured in the PS.
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increase or reduce the tune spread, affecting the threshold
in a positive or negative way. A linear dependence of the
threshold on the octupole current is observed. This same
linear behavior has been found in [19]. In the notation used
in the figure, positive octupole current means negative
gradient and positive vertical tune shift versus amplitude
[20], which shifts the tunes of the particles to higher
values, in particular at the head and tail of the bunch,
increasing the bunch tune spread. The opposite happens for
negative currents.

V. REVIEW OF THE INSTABILITY MECHANISM

In this section we review the mechanism that produces
such an instability. In Ref. [4], the authors state that, when
the bunch is approaching the transition energy, the longi-
tudinal motion of the particles is almost frozen and the
beam dynamics is more similar to that of a bunch in a linear
accelerator rather than in a circular machine. As a conse-
quence of this, it seems more appropriate to describe the

instability in terms of single bunch beam break-up [21]
(BBU), with the synchrotron motion helping in alleviating
the instability.
In order to better understand if the observed instability is

of BBU kind, a simple simulation code has been developed.
The code is based on the same approach as MuSiC [22]
and does not use slices for the wakefield effects, as in
PyHEADTAIL. It approximates the impedance with reso-
nators, and it transports the wakefield from one particle to
another using a matrix formalism. Unlike MuSiC, which
deals with the longitudinal beam dynamics, the matrix has
been developed for the transverse wakefield. More details
on the code and the wakefield transport by matrix formal-
ism can be found in the Appendix. The code contains only
the betatron motion useful for the study of BBU in linear
accelerators, and the simulations have been performed with
the idea that the instability arises in a time interval across
transition which is less than the so called adiabatic time,
given by [23]

τad ¼
�

πβ2m0c2γ4t
_γω2

0heVj cosϕsj
�

1=3

ð4Þ

with the relativistic β factor about 1 at transition, m0 the
proton mass, c the speed of light, γt and _γ the relativistic γ at
transition and its derivative with respect to time, ω0 the
revolution angular frequency, h the harmonic number,
e the electron charge, V the rf peak voltage, and ϕs the
synchronous phase. For the nTOF beam this time corre-
sponds to about 1.8 ms, while for the LHC beam it is about
1.4 ms. Ignoring the longitudinal motion during this time,
similar to a LINAC, BBU simulations can be performed.
The result of the simulations can be compared with
PyHEADTAIL. The observable is the growth of the trans-
verse emittance in this interval using the same bunch
parameters. For the BBU simulations, only the kickers’
impedance has been considered and, for simplicity, it has

FIG. 17. Real and imaginary part of a resonator impedance used
for BBU simulations.

FIG. 18. Vertical normalized emittance vs time during transition crossing given by PyHEADTAIL and the BBU code for LHC (left
side) and nTOF (right side) beams for two different tune spreads.
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been approximated by a single resonator, as shown in
Fig. 17. The real part of the impedance, which is respon-
sible for the instability, fits the kicker impedance quite well.
An important feature that needs to be used in the

simulation is a small transverse tune spread induced by
the quadrupolar (detuning) component of the impedance.
PyHEADTAIL simulations have shown that this tune
spread is very small, in the order of about 10−3, but this
small value helps to reduce the instability growth. In Fig. 18
we show the normalized transverse emittance given by the
BBU code as a function of time for the LHC beam with
27 × 1010 ppb (left side) and for the nTOF beam with
51 × 1010 ppb (right side) for two different tune spreads.
For PyHEADTAIL, the data is the same as those in Fig. 11

zoomed across transition energy. It is important to point out
that even if the two codes use the same parameters, the beam
dynamics for the BBU code is very different and simplified:
no synchrotron motion, constant energy, constant bunch
length, transverse impedance approximated by a single
resonator, a small tune spread which should reproduce the
effect of the quadrupolar impedance, and a completely
different approach in taking into account the wakefield
contribution. However, the final results are very similar,
suggesting that the instability is indeed of BBU kind.
The BBU code also points out that the instability is very

sensitive to the tune spread as discussed in the previous
section.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we presented the studies related to the
instability occurring during the crossing of transition
energy at the CERN Proton Synchrotron. We have per-
formed several measurements obtaining the thresholds for
different beam configurations and as a function of the
longitudinal emittance. We have also measured the fre-
quency spectrum characterizing the instability.
The developed PS impedance model has been used

to simulate the instability with the PyHEADTAIL code.

Simulations showed that our present transverse impedance
model is able to reproduce the instability characteristics,
and that the kickers are the main source of this instability.
The frequency spectra, under different conditions, are very
similar to those obtained in the measurements. Good
agreement of the instability threshold between simulations
and measurements has been found for a large range of
machine parameters, showing a discrepancy of about 30%
only for large longitudinal emittances, with simulations
being anyway more conservative and predicting a stronger
instability.
Simulations also showed that this instability can be

considered of a single bunch beam break-up kind, and it is
very sensitive to any source of tune spread. We have also
evaluated the mitigation effect due to the gamma jump
scheme used for the nTOF and LHC beams, both in
measurements and simulations. Finally, the influence of
octupoles on the threshold has been demonstrated and
measured.
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APPENDIX: BEAM BREAK-UP
SIMULATION CODE

By following a formalism similar to that developed for
the longitudinal case of Ref. [22], it is possible to obtain a
transverse wakefield matrix, given by a single resonator, of
the kind

MðzÞ ¼ e−
ωr
2Qz=c

 
cosðωnz=cÞ þ ωr

2Qωn
sinðωnz=cÞ 1

ωn
sinðωnz=cÞ

− ω2
r

ωn
sinðωnz=cÞ cosðωnz=cÞ − ωr

2Qωn
sinðωnz=cÞ

!
ðA1Þ

with ωr the resonant frequency of the resonator, Q its
quality factor, and ωn the natural frequency. If we write the
initial conditions for the induced wakefield voltage pro-
duced by a source charge q with a transverse displacement
Δy1 as

�Vð0Þ ¼ 0

_Vð0Þ ¼ qΔy1
ωr
2Qωn

ðA2Þ

it is possible to obtain the induced voltage at the passage of
the following charge at distance z as

�
VðzÞ
_VðzÞ

�
¼ MðzÞ

�
Vð0Þ
_Vð0Þ

�
: ðA3Þ

The second charge receives a transverse kick Δ_y¼
_VðzÞ=E0 with E0 the particle energy, and we can obtain
the new initial conditions for the inducedwakefield voltage as
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�Vð0Þ ¼ VðzÞ
_Vð0Þ ¼ _VðzÞ þ qΔy2

ωr
2Qωn

: ðA4Þ

These new conditions can be used back in Eq. (A3) to
transport the induced wakefield up to the following charge
and so forth. In this way, by ordering the particles from
the head to the tail, it is possible to include the wakefield
effects in beam dynamics simulations, both short and long
range, with the only limit of approximating the machine
coupling impedance by a sum of resonators. Each matrix
can represent a resonator, and it is possible to study single-
bunch and multibunch effects at the same time.
This method, with a different wakefield matrix, has been

applied to the longitudinal beam dynamics of a circular
accelerator in [22]. Here we apply the same method to the
transverse beam dynamics of a LINAC to study the single
bunch beam break-up. As example, in Fig. 19 we show a
comparison of this method with the theory presented in [21]
in the case of multi-bunch BBU, where each bunch is
represented by a rigid macroparticle with identical charge.
The machine and beam parameters are the same as those of
Fig. 24 of the reference.
In the simulations performed in this paper, we considered

a single bunch with a given longitudinal Gaussian distri-
bution, and we transported the wakefield matrix from one
macro-particle to the other within the same bunch.
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